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Profile Celebrating the 40th year of the Morris campus and the 90th anniversary of the West Central School of Agriculture and Experiment Station 
For Alumni, Parcnh, and Friend~ of the L'nin·r~ity of ~1inncsota, Morris 
University of Minnesota, Morris Volume V, Edition 2, Winter 200 1 
Alumni returned to campus in record numbers for Homecoming 2000. Dennis Nelson 
and Bonnie (Fjeld) Reeder were among them, representing the first graduating class 
and wearing original Class of '64 beanies. 
Students at the University of Minnesota, Morris, are more 
satisfied overall by the quality of their education at Morris 
than on any other University of Minneseota campus ... 
story on page three 
Hundreds of folks attended UMM's first Founders Day 
celebration on September 26 ... 
story on page fifteen 
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"Leaving a laudable legacy," Fred Farrell retires ... 
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Homecoming 2000 photos ... 
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Class Notes ... 
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"Let's keep the momentum going," is the charge of 
Chancellor Sam Schuman. 
The Founders Day celebration on September 26 was a great 
success, thanks to all those who returned to their campus 
home to share their stories, renew old friendships, and visit 
familiar campus spots. 
Look for excerpts on the following pages from the Founders 
Day booklet, Re-collections. And watch for Founders events 
throughout the coming year. 
Leaving a laudable legacy 
Longtime Humanities faculty member, C. Frederick Farrell, will retire after 
serving the campus for over three decades 
Longtime UMM facul ty member, C. 
Frederick Farrell, Jr., plans to retire at 
the end of this academic year, leaving 
behind a laudable legacy of teaching, 
scholarship and administration. 
"Fred Farrell has been a devoted ser-
vant and leader at UMM," said Chan-
cellor Sam Schuman." He has strength-
ened the Humanities Division as chair, 
and provided essential and sensitive 
guidance to many generations of new 
faculty within the Division and 
throughout the college. He is an un-
flagging voice for uncompromising 
excellence in our college' s academic 
program." 
Farrell came to UMM in 1965, enticed 
by the small size and newness of the 
institution. As a small college, it is 
"thebestof all possible worlds," Farrell 
noted, "because faculty both teach un-
dergraduates and have the resources to 
be a scholar." As a fairly new institu-
tion, UMM also offered experiences 
Professor Jim Cotter 
receives Presidential 
Award 
"Professor Cotter has dedicated his 
career to creating an environment that 
encourages and challenges under-
graduate women to pursue careers in 
the geosciences, a field in which they 
are seriously underrepresented." 
- UMM Chancellor Sam Schuman 
University of Minnesota, Morris geol-
ogy professor Jim Cotter is the only 
Minnesotan to receive a 2000 Presi-
dential Award for Excellence in Sci-
ence, Mathematics and Engineering 
Mentoring. There were 10 individual 
recipients 
and 10 in-
to a young professor that usually only 
come much later at an older institution. 
The atmosphere at UMM fostered a sym-
biosis between the various facets of pro-
fessorship, Farrell observed, in that "the 
institution provides you with a light teach-
ing load, allowing you time to contribute 
to the scholarly world ." Farrell, a French 
professor, saw the environment as al-
lowing him to be both a classroom teacher 
and a mentor to students. "There was the 
opportunity to deal with young people 
and have the chance to both know and 
guide students," Farrell commented. 
Beginning in 1985, Farrell assumed the 
role of chair of the Division of the Hu-
manities and, after a period spanning 15 
years, he stepped down from that posi-
tion last year. His time as division chair 
ushered in an era of growth in the Divi-
sion and saw vast technological improve-
ments. It was time for him to step down 
as division chair, Farrell noted, because 
"it was time for new blood." 
Hanlon '91, commented, "Dr. Cotterused 
the REU Program to introduce us to 
other women working in the geology 
field. We were led in discussions about 
scientific ethics and women 's issues . I 
found it 
helpful to 
stitutional 
recipients 
of the 
award, 
which was 
presented 
in Septem-
ber 2000 
Over 80 percent of these mentees have 
graduated, with 31 continuing into 
graduate school, 13 entering careers in 
geology, five becoming educators and 
two becoming park rangers/naturalists. 
meet other 
womenge-
o l ogists 
and to de-
velop a 
network of 
people in 
during a 
ceremony in Washington, D.C. 
The White House, through the Na-
tional Science and Technology Coun-
cil and the Office of Science and Tech-
nology Policy, has established the 
A wards for Excellence in Science, 
Math and Engineering program. The 
program is administered by the Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF) . 
Cotter was specifically recognized for 
his role in the National Science Foun-
dation Research Experience for Un-
dergraduates Program (REU). Through 
a grant Cotter received, nearly 70 
women have had the opportunity to 
complete REU. One of them, Wanda 
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all areas of 
geology." 
"As a student, I did not understand the 
power a good teacher/mentor has to help 
a person reach their potential. Follow-
ing the mentorship of Prof essor Cotter, 
I am now a mentor with underprivileged 
children. " 
-Gina Keenan, former student and 
hydrogeologist, 
Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources 
His duties as chair included overseeing 
continual academic growth and the qual-
ity of programs, managing budgets, and 
overseeing tenure and promotion cases. 
"The chair has a responsibility to look 
beyond his or her immediate areas," 
Farrell commented, "because part of 
the job involves overseeing a breadth of 
disciplines." 
Fifteen years ago, when Farrell accepted 
the position, the number of faculty 
members in the Humanities Division 
numbered approximately 35 people. 
Currently, faculty in the Division num-
ber over 60. 
Technology upgrades in the Division 
also came to fruition during Farrell's 
chairship. One of his goals, Farrell 
commented, was "to make sure every 
faculty had a computer. Now the col-
lege policy is to allow faculty to have a 
computer replacement every four 
years." Also, Farrell oversaw the rede-
sign of the old language lab. "It was 
made into a language teaching center," 
Farrell noted," so as to allow whole 
classes to make use of the facility." 
Farrell also promoted external influ-
ence and development of the Division. 
CI,brating ... 
the 40d1 year of the Monis ca,npm 
and the 90tl1 anniversa1y of the West 
Central School ofAg1iculture and 
EYpcriment Station 
During his tenure as chair, Farrell was 
director of a National Endowment for 
the Humanities grant, as well as host to 
an international conference which cel-
ebrated the work of the French writer 
Marguerite Yourcenar, the first woman 
elected to the French Academy, an event 
which brought scholars from around 
the world to the UMM campus. 
Currently teaching French, coordinat-
ing the Language Teaching Center, and 
co-coordinating the Faculty Center for 
Learning and Teaching, Farrell plans to 
retire at the end of this academic year. 
Given the breadth and impact of his 
career on the UMM community, his 
presence will most certainly be missed, 
yet his influence will remain ever-
present. 
-Andrew Miller '02, 
Mendota Heights, Minnesota 
Hiking in the 
Norwegian Mountains 
The seventh Scandinavian hiking vaca-
tion to be led by Dave Johnson, former 
UMMchancellor, and his friends, Liven 
and Oddvar Arner of Oslo, will depart 
Minneapolis for Oslo on July 23, 2001 , 
returning via Bergen on August 3. Con-
tact Dave Johnson before March 1 or 
after April 15 atjohnsond@tc.umn.edu 
or 1235 Yale Place #1705 , Minneapo-
lis, MN 55403, 612/333-6702. 
0 ' 
Two hundred thirty-eight students scurried into UMM classooms on opening day 
in September 1960. The new student body was comprised of 64 young men and 
174 young men. Bruce Halvorson '64 recalls, "We were very young. l11e ma,jority 
of students were 17 and 18 years old ... about 95 percent hadjustgraduated from high 
school." -Founders Day Re-collections booklet 
Students on the Mo"is campus express overall satisfaction with their 
• campus experience 
Students who attend the Morris campus of the University of 
Minnesota like it there. A lot. 
So says the 1999 Student Experiences Survey, a random sample 
of over 3,000 students who are enrolled on University campuses 
in Morris, Crookston, Duluth and the Twin Cities. 
In fact, UMM students expressed greater satisfaction in the 
following areas than did students on any other university cam-
pus: 
• overall satisfaction 
• overall satisfaction for students of color 
• overall quality of the University's academic programs 
• quality of faculty in major field of study 
• quality of instruction 
• availability of instructors 
• availability of places to study on campus 
• administration's responsiveness to concerns of students 
• cost of attending the University 
• billing and prepayment services 
• library services 
Students in Anne Farrell's "Understanding and Obligations Across Cultures" gave an 
interactive performance representing conditions in garment and shoe production in 
third world countries during the fall semester First Year Seminar Jamboree. Farrell is 
coordinator of the Faculty Center for Learning and Teaching. 
• study abroad 
• multicultural/diversity units 
• career advising/job placement 
• parking facilities 
"This is wonderful news, and we should celebrate it," said UMM Chancellor Sam 
Schuman. "At the same time, there is still ample room - and powerful incentive 
- for improvement." 
The University of Minnesota system has placed an emphasis upon improving the 
undergraduate experience on all campuses during the past 10 years. This emphasis 
was strengthened through the enhancement and expansion of existing programs 
and such new programs as the First Year Seminar at UMM. 
The First Year Seminar, begun last year at UMM, is designed to stimulate critical 
thinking and actively engage students in issues to learn about different points of 
view as well as the assumptions underlying one's own opinions. 
"The small class size at UMM makes getting to know classmates and professors 
so much easier," said UMM senior Jennifer Mathews, Hutchinson. "Help is 
always available and learning is more fun when you are making friends at the same 
time." 
In addition, said Mathews, "UMM offers study abroad options in almost any 
country and the staff in the study abroad office is always willing to help find a 
program that fits into your schedule. They provide advice before you leave for 
your trip and offer suggestions for your return!" 
"UMM has one of the most vigorous and challenging academic programs I have 
ever witnessed or experienced," said junior Prince Amattoe, Accra-Ghana, West 
Africa, Morris Campus Student Association president. "The instructional quality 
and the ease with which UMM students blend academic work with full social 
activities shows that it's possible to educate the soul, mind and body; which is the 
true essence of a good liberal arts education. 
"UMM gives you the chance to appreciate and embrace the true value of diversity 
of the American people," said Amattoe. ''The academic program and quality of 
instruction by faculty challenges you to look beyond your paradigm, and your 
University of Minnesota degree gives you the necessary and sufficient confidence 
to enter the world and take hold of your destiny by the horn. 
"There is a saying: "Jack of all trades; master of none"; however, in this fast-paced 
ever-changing technological global economy, you need more than the basic 
understanding of all things. UMM gives you the tools to be 'Jack of all trades; 
specialist of one.' You are able to defy the odds because you receive the best liberal 
arts education money cannot even buy," added Amattoe. 
-Judy Riley 
'Where everyone knows your kid' 
Kiplinger's Personal Finance Magazine has listed the Morris campus among the 
top 100 "best values in public colleges." The magazine's assessment of colleges 
includes quality measures such as student/faculty ratios, test scores of entering 
freshmen, and student graduation rates. In addition, the magazine also considers 
colleges' costs and affordability. 
"This recognition is an external confirmation of our unique mixture of academic 
quality and a commitment to financial access," said Chancellor Sam Schuman. 
"UMM aims to be a campus for outstanding students, regardless of their income 
status: a 'best buy," not just in that we are inexpensive, but that we provide a top 
quality undergraduate experience compared to ANY institution, regardless of 
price." 
Kiplinger's also cites UMM as one of only 11 schools named "where everyone 
knows your kid." 
"While there are some behemoths on our list," said the article, "there are also ample 
options for students who don't want to be a face among the masses." 
Reaccreditation team likes what it sees at UMM 
Reaccreditation at the University of Minnesota Morris, a process which occurs 
every l O years, is in its final stages. The current process of reaccreditation has been 
ongoing since the fall of 1997. 
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCA) is going through 
the last level of review before the reaccreditation is finalized, according to Jim 
Togeas, professor of chemistry and coordinator of the Self-Study and the chair of 
the Self-Study Steering Committee. Chancellor Sam Schuman said that the report 
has been recommended to go forward without further review. "This is very 
positive news. Now, the favorable report and recommendation goes without 
qualification or exception to the Institutional Actions Council and then to the 
Board of Trustees for final validation." 
In recommending reaccreditation for UMM the NCA said, "(UMM) has an 
excellent faculty and staff, talented students, and a new chancellor who has strong 
support from on-campus constituencies as well as the board of regents and the 
central administration." 
UMM chose to do a special emphasis self-study instead of simply demonstrating 
that the basic criteria were met. The self-study allows the university to choose a 
special area of emphasis to focus on. UMM focused on the quality of student 
academic life. 
The NCA team specifically cited that "the faculty are perceived as excellent 
teachers, have an extraordinary commitment to the institution, and have developed 
a campus culture which is committed to collaborative research with students." 
The NCA also recognized the students as friendly, articulate and with a strong 
work ethic. A strong community of trust among the faculty, staff, administration , 
and student body was also acknowledged. 
One team member who visited UMM said, "The visual impression that I will carry 
away from Morris is of students informally conversing with faculty , singularly and 
in groups ." 
The team also commented on the students, "UMM students are very impressive. 
All students with whom we spoke were interested in strengthening their campus. 
While this means different things to different students, there was a clear sense of 
commitment and pride among all students. Students were serious and valued their 
Morris experience." 
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Learn and Serve American grant will facilitate 
service learning at UMM 
Improving service-learning is the goal 
of a $217,000 grant received by the 
University of Minnesota, Morris from 
Learn and Serve America. Anne Farrell, 
Service-Leaming project director and 
the co-coordinator of the Faculty Cen-
ter for Learning and Teaching (FCLT), 
said that the goal is to tie together dif-
ferent groups that are already working 
with service-learning and to better iden-
tify and meet the needs of the Morris 
area community. 
DENCO plant in Morris. These stu-
dents would then create communica-
tion between the community and the 
industry. 
An outside consultant will visit 
annually. UMM will be working in 
conjunction with the Center for Small 
Towns, the Blandin Foundation and 
Restoring the sea to Morris 
Morris Campus Compact. 
- Sara Reller '02, 
Belgrade, Minnesota 
The goal of service-learning is to give 
students a chance to use the skills they 
learn in the classroom in a real world 
setting. Students have a chance to ap-
ply the abstract material that they learn 
in the classroom in a concrete way and, 
at the same time, address some of the 
needs of the community around them. 
"As I looked about me /felt that the grass was the country, as the water is the sea. The red of the grass made all the great 
prairie the colour of wine-stains, or of certain seaweeds when they are first washed up. And there was so much motion in 
it; the whole country seemed, somehow, to be running. " 
Willa Cather, My Antonia, 1918 
When you live on a prairie such as that on which Morris is located you might wonder, where is the sea of grass described 
by so many pioneers? Where are the flowers splashing their myriad colors in the waves of grass? The answers lie under 
the soil. The sea was drained to feed the world, the colorful undulations replaced by monotonous green. Prairies were once 
the most extensive natural vegetation type in the world; now they are all but gone. 
UMM professors will receive mini-
grants out of the grant funds to imple-
ment service components in the courses 
they teach. In order to help faculty 
develop these components, the FCLT is 
developing a faculty handbook and held 
a workshop on service-learning in Au-
gust. 
There is however, a small parcel of native prairie left near Morris . It is located on the opposite side of Pomme de Terre River 
from the developed portion of 
Farrell said she hopes to partner with 
the Center for Small Towns to create a 
database of community needs. 
The grant Project Team has already 
awarded two mini grants to faculty. Dr. 
Margaret Kuchenreuther, associate pro-
fessor of biology, is teaching ecology 
which has a service-learning compo-
nent. She used her mini-grant funds to 
engage students in a "hands-on experi-
ence in ecological restoration and moni-
toring through work at a local native 
prairie." Students in her class had an 
opportunity to work with elementary 
students to create an interpretive bro-
chure. 
Pomme de Terre Park, along the 
new bike trail. Dr. Margaret 
Kuchenreuther, associate profes-
sor of biology, in cooperation 
with the City of Morris and the 
Morris Park Board, has devel-
oped a service-learning project 
through which she and her stu-
dents wi ll restore the prairie to its 
native state. 
Kuchenreuther has already taken 
steps towards this goal. During 
the third week of September her 
ecology students assisted her in a 
survey of the plant species present 
on the prairie. She directed vol-
unteers in the next restoration 
phase: invasive tree removal. 
Non-native tree removal will 
stimulate prairie plants, whose 
growth has been reduced by 
shade. Removal of these trees 
and shrubs also supports a sec-
ond goal of this project, the re-
establishment of the natural fire 
regime on the prairie. A con-
L-r: Heidi Pankratz, Springfield, and Katharine "Kaz" Joyer, Woodbury. 
Argie Manolis, instructor in English, 
taught Fundamentals of Writing with a 
service component. Her students used 
mini-grant funds to work with the eld-
erly at the Villa of St. Francis in Morris. 
They met with people with Alzheimer's 
Disease and created poems, essays, and 
personal narratives of the person's life 
to give to the family members . 
trolled bum will remove the thick layer of dead ground cover that currently suppresses native plant growth , while at the same 
time helping to curtail the growth of invasive, non-native, cool-season grasses such as smooth brome grass and bluegrass . 
According to Kuchenreuther, "These restoration measures will reinvigorate this prairie. It will look like a different place, 
blooming all summer with colorful flowers that attract butterflies and grassland birds . By this time next year the native 
grasses will be waist high and will turn lovely shades of purple and bronze. 
Dr. Beverly Smith, assistant professor 
of biology, has proposed an interdisci-
plinary honors course for the spring 
semester at UMM. The course would 
partner students with local industries; 
the first focus would likely be the 
"The prairie is a diverse ecosystem containing many types of plants and providing habitat to countless animals," says 
Kuchenreuther. "It is an important feature of the North American continent that is in grave danger of complete erasure from 
our landscapes ." 
Where were you when the earth moved?! 
UMM staff member, Pam Gades, computing services, wonders where 
folks were during the 1975 and 1993 earthquakes in Stevens County. Not just a 
hobby for Gades, she's researching the topic as part of her Masters of Liberal 
Studies degree. 
The 1975 quake struck about mid-morning on a warm summer day, July 
9, 1975. The quake measured 4.6 to 4.8 on the Richter scale, and had its epicenter 
between Alberta and Chokio in Stevens County. 
The 1993 quake measured 4.1 on the Richter scale and is known as the 
Morris quake, but had its epicenter near Dumont in Traverse County. It struck 
around 8:25 p.m. on June 4, 1993, and certainly was noticed. 
Gades has partnered with geology assistant professor, Peter Whelan , in 
the project. Gades hopes that their findings, combined with an internet web site, 
will be a useful educational tool for elementary school teachers and their students . 
Access Pam's web site at <www.mrs.umn.edu/earthquakes> or contact 
her with earthquake stories at <parn@mrs.umn.edu. 
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Profile 
Profile is published three times a year by 
the Office of University Relations in coop-
eration with the Alumni Association and 
the Office of the Chancellor at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, Morris. Submissions, 
questions or comments may be directed to 
Judy Riley. Address changes and questi ons 
or comments regarding alumni activities 
may be directed to Vivian Heltemes. For 
questions regarding financial contributions 
to UMM, contact Maddy Maxeiner. 
Visit the University of Minnesota, Morris 
Website at http://www.mrs.umn.edu. 
- Jill Coleman, '00 
Cologne, Minnesota 
JUDY RILEY 
Editor/Communications Coordinator, 
External Relations 320/589-6050 
E-mail: rileyjk@mrs.umn.edu 
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Director of Alumni Rel ations, 
External Relations 320/589-6066 
E-mail: heltemes@mrs.umn.edu 
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External Relations 320/589-6386 
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celebrating WOMEN 
women's studies 
The first women's studies major at UMM, Carol Dillon, graduated from UMM in 1975. Only a year previous, in I 974, the fi rst women's studies class 
at UMM was team-taught by Mimi Frenier, Ellen Robert, Dennis Templeman, and Peg Michaels Peterson. 
Now, nearly 30 years later, the women 's studies major has been added to the UMM curriculum. An event to celebrate this milestone and to recognize 
the diversity of disciplines that contribute to the nature of women's studies, was held October 26 and 27. The two-day celebration included a keynote 
address by Mary Frank Fox, professorof sociology and co-director of the Center for the Study of Women, Science, and Technology at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology; a film festival; student breakfast; and Dance Ensemble performance. A luncheon, at which women's studies faculty and students with 
women's studies majors/minors were introduced, highlighted the celebration. 
Beginn ing in spring 1996, a women's studies faculty began the process by which UMM added a women's studies major to the curriculum. Following 
discussions across campus using all-campus forums, Vicki Demos and Mimi Frenier formed the Women's Studies Major Proposal Committee. The 
committee was comprised of Cassie Eidem, Women's Resource Center; Edith Farrell until her death ; Jenny Nellis, Humanities; Dian Lopez, science and 
math ; Doug Reese, education; and Frenier, social science, who coordinated the committee. 
Pieranna Garavaso, philosophy, coordinates the major, which began fa ll semester 2000. 
Read more about women at UMM 
at: http://www.mrs.umn.edu/ 
committees/com women/ 
Women's Studies majors, minors, 
faculty and staff gathered for an 
historic luncheon. 
. saying goodbye ... 
Shirley. Mary Ellen. Char. Like Elvis and 
Madonna, many students and alumni will recognize 
· one or more of these longtime UMM staffers merely 
by hearing their first name. All three have retired from 
UMM after serving a combined 78 years. 
Shirley Kleespies, who worked in the busi-
ness office, noted some significant changes over her 
27-year career. When she started on July 30, 1973, as 
a data entry operator, she remembered, the office had 
"one little key punch, inherited from the person who 
did the job before (her)." 
Mary Ellen Grossman, principal secretary 
in Continuing Education and Extension, began in 
November 1979. She also worked in the Financial 
Aid office with the student employment program. 
Char(Syverson) Castor, who started at UMM 
in September 1971 , has worked as principal secretary 
in the Social Science Division Office. The most 
memorable change over the years, said Castor, was 
the transition from typewriters to computers. 
women in physics 
In a recent report issued by the American 
Insti tute of Physics, ti tl ed "Women in Phys ics, 
2000," UMM was recognized as having one of just 
20 U.S. collegiate physics departments that had at 
least 40 percent female bachelor's degree recipi-
ents between 1994 and 1998. 
"When women students have an interest 
in physics, we've done what we could to help them 
attain their goal," commented physics faculty mem-
ber and chair of the Division of Science and Math-
ematics, Michael Korth. "The fac ulty are support-
ive of all their students, and we' re ready to help 
each student succeed." 
Women who graduated in physics from 
UMM between 1994 and 1998 were Amy Wissink 
' 93, Fall Creek, Wis.; Cheri Hautala '94, Eveleth; 
Dawn McKenzie '95, Coon Rapids; Libby Hokanson ' 96, Bloomington; and Julie Pedersen '96, Savage. 
Wissink is a science instructor at Rosslyn Academy in Nairobi, Kenya. "I work at an international 
Christian school," says Wissink. "It's a K-12 school with about 400 students from approximately 40 
countries around the world. 
"Al I of the science courses I participated in were very rigorous, yet very beneficial in helping me 
develop my scientific understanding," says Wissink. "My professors were personable and available to 
assist me whenever I sought their expertise. My physics classes were very small, so my professors were 
keenly aware of the academic progress of each student. This small, interactive classroom atmosphere 
enabled UMM professors to 'individualize' learning for each student in a manner that helped each of us 
develop our scientific investigative skills more fully . 
"My physics professors were more than just instructors - they acted as "mentors" for me in my 
science studies," says Wissink. "They challenged me both academically and personally, and even 
provided me with opportunities to gain experience in scientific research outside of the classroom setting." 
For example, Wissink spent two summers at UMM assisting Korth with physics-related research. "I 
honestly believe that the physics program at UMM is probably one of very few programs of its caliber in 
the U.S. university system due to the genuine commitment of its faculty members to the personal success 
of each student that earnestly pursues a physics degree." 
Hokanson earned a master's degree in teaching, specializing in teaching grades 7-12. She teaches 
three levels of high school physics in New York State, and has served on a committee that rewrote the 
state's physics curriculum through state education. 
"I enjoyed the physics program because of its size," comments Hokanson. "The classes were 
really small (sometimes only two or four students) and the professors were always willing to help me out. 
I feel as though I received a complete physics education that definitely prepared me for my current career." 
Several of the women who received bachelor's degrees at UMM between the reported years went 
on to receive teaching licensures and have taught high school physics in Wisconsin, New York and 
elsewhere. Others attended graduate school earning degrees in mechanical engineering. 
The UMM physics discipline graduates between two to five students each year. According to 
a statement issued by the discipline, students interested in the physics major will find that "classes will be 
small, and interaction with the faculty will be close and personal." 
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Catching Up Class notes were compiled and edited hy class agents listed in the text and hy Katrina Juujarvi, '02, a junior from Edina, a student intern in the Office if Alumni Relation.,·. Every ejfon is made to he accurate in in communicating your updates. Without intending to change the coll/ext of your submissions, we reserve the right to edit your class note contribution due to space limitations. 
Class of '64 
Keith Redfield is the interim 
district superintendent of the 
Morris Area Schools after serv-
ing many years in the Alexan-
dria, Truman, and Ortonville 
school districts. He lives in 
Alexandria. 
Class of '65 
Class Nofl's from Unin-rsitv of ,Iinnrsota. ,1orris Alumni 
University, and Kris is 
taking a leave of absence 
from teaching Spanish to 
stay at home with their 
son, Zachary, and daugh-
ter, MacKenzie, who was 
born in August. 
Members of UMM's 1960 ''First Class" gathered at the Prairie Inn during Homecoming Festivities. 
Front row: Rob Rhyne, Gary Sethney, John Schmidt, Bonnie (Fjeld) Reeder. Second row: Steve 
Smalley, Ed Hennen, Bill Telkamp, Liz (Femrite) Nelson, Janet (Pomerenke) Stock, Janet (Lawler) 
Urbanowicz, Pat (Hopkins) Veum-Smith, Julene (Pring) Amborn. Back row: Bob Nelson, Duane 
Hausemann, LeRoy Bredeson, Dennis Nelson, Courtland Swenson, Warren Enger, Arlen Strehlo. 
After 13 years as president of 
Lutheran Brotherhood, Bob 
Gandrud has retired. He 
worked for the organization a 
total of 35 years. Bob and his 
wife, Nancy, have fostered pre-
adoptive infants for many years. 
They live in Glenwood. 
Cindy (Reiser) Wersal 
and her family moved to 
San Diego from Washing-
ton. She writes, "It's won-
derful here, best of all, no 
rain most of the year.'.' 
Cindy is a stay-at-home 
mom to Becca and 
Courtney. 
James Johnson lives and works in 
Alpena, Mich., and is marketing 
and safety coordinator at De Vere 
Construction. 
Pauline Lastine of Jasper passed 
away August 19, after battling a 
long illness. Former Governor 
Orville Freeman gave the address at 
Pauline's funeral. She taught in 
South St. Paul, Lynd, and Westbrook 
schools. 
Barbara (Westberg) and Stu 
Starner moved from Bozeman, 
Mont., to Houston. Stu is CEO of 
the University of Houston Athletic 
Foundation. Barb continues to pur-
sue her career as a watercolor artist, 
showing at galleries in San Anto-
nio, Houston, and Bozeman. Reach 
them at sjstarner@central.uh.edu. 
Jeanne Baker Driscoll, Class Agent 
'67, '68, '69 
120 East 87th Street, Rl6D 
New York, NY 10128 
(212) 410-9237, JBkrD@aol.com 
Class of '71 
John Driscoll received the 2000 
Alumni Fellow Award from Penn 
State University. He is the owner 
and director of Babcock Galleries in 
New York City and teaches Ameri-
can art at New York University. 
Congratulations, John! 
Judith (Long) Oldemeyer works 
at the courthouse in Pipestone and 
lives in Holland. Her son, Michael, 
graduated from Gustavus and is 
working in Minneapolis, and her 
daughter, Karen, attends St. Cloud 
State. 
Francis Michael Roberts of 
Hutchinson passed away December 
3, 1999. 
Class of '75 
Mike Hawley and his wife, Laurel 
(Schumacher) '76, have been liv-
ing in Washington, Ill. , the past 20 
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years. Mike is pharmacy operations 
manager at St. Francis Medical Cen-
ter. Laurel does prevention work 
with high school-aged students and 
is director of the youth program at 
their church. They will celebrate 25 
years of marriage with a three-week 
trip to Australia. 
Class of '78 
Richard Linden is the assistant su-
perintendent of business of the Lake-
land School District in New York. 
He lives inHopewellJunction,N.Y. 
Write him at ralinden@aol.com. 
Class of '81 
Tammy Barnes moved to 
Worthington in August. She teaches 
7th grade math, and has begun a 
two-year internship with Education 
Minnesota as a field staff represen-
tative. In her spare time she's enjoy-
ing the magnificent view of the lake 
from her new condominium. 
Debra Petersen was appointed the 
director of the Luann Dummer Cen-
ter for Women at the University of 
St. Thomas. She lives in 
Minneapolis.E-mail: 
dlpetersen@stthomas.edu. 
Class of '83 
Kathryn (Zochert) Berg is a full-
time mom to Alistair and Dylan, a 
student at the Northwest Academy 
of Homeopathy, and an occasional 
technical writer. The family lives in 
Woodbury. E-mail her at 
kzberg@worldnet.att.net. 
Class of '84 
Cheryl Light Shriner received a 
Ph.D. from U of M-Twin Cities in 
January. She and her husband, Jim, 
teach special education courses at 
the University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign. They live in Urbana 
with their son, Marshall. 
Kelly (O'Brien) married Mark 
Weger on August 26. Linda 
Kinney, Shelley (Johnson) 
Molden, and Susan Reed took part 
in the celebration. The couple lives 
in Vancouver, British Columbia. 
Cathy Condon Sicard, Class Agent 
'85, '86, '87 
11 Hingham Circle 
Mendota Heights, MN 55118 
(651 )457-1897 
cathcondon@qwest.net 
Class of '86 
Judy (Johnston) and Rodney Hayes 
announce the birth of Katelyn Noel, 
September 16. Judy is staying at 
home with Katelyn. They live in 
Hillman. 
Class of '87 
Linda Ball is the country director 
for GOAL, an Irish humanitarian 
organization doing rehabilitation 
work in Bosnia. Her husband of one 
year works for the United Nations 
as an international police task force 
monitor. "I also have my two "chil-
dren" with me: Passion, the Mongo-
lian cat, and Guinness, the Bosnian 
cat!" Linda would love to hear from 
any friends that she's lost 
with. E-mail her at: 
lindyball@aol.com. 
touch 
Class of '89 
Julie (Toft) Gervais writes, "Rob, 
my husband, and I moved back to 
Ridgecrest, Calif., last year where 
Rob accepted a software engineer 
position with a Navy contractor. I 
am a legal assistant with the Depart-
ment of Navy Office of General 
Counsel." Julie is taking an MCSE 
class, and would appreciate advice 
from anyone who has taken the tests. 
E-mail: jul_robr@yahoo.com. "If 
you are ever in the Mojave Desert, 
look us up!" 
Class of '90 
Alfredo "Duce" Castillo writes, 
"Greetings to all my friends! Please 
feel free to contact me at 
loans 1 hr@ameritech.net, especially 
the folks from the 1989 to 1992 
graduating classes." 
Class of '91 
Jonathan Arneson and his wife 
celebrate the birth of their first child, 
Maximilian Lawrence. They live in 
Golden Valley. 
Brenda Joyce-Reidt 
writes, "My husband, 
Jim, and I were blessed 
with twins born April 15, 
Austin James and Aubrey 
Joyce. They were our 
Y2K surprise, as we 
found out they were twins 
right before New Years. 
They join their big sister 
Ellen." The family lives 
in Shell Lake, Wis., 
where they have two chi-
ropractic clinics. 
Pearl Johnson, longtime UMM Career Center and 
Alumni Relations secretary, and Jim Odden '71 of 
Alexandria visit during Homecoming. 
Stacy (Nelson) Schoot, husband 
Dave, and big brother, Caleb, wel-
comed Nathan David into their fam-
ily May 31. They live in Woodbury. 
Class of '88 
Kris (Ziskovsky) and Chuck 
Moller '83 live in Fremont, Calif. 
Chuck coaches football at Stanford 
Hello from Sidronio "Chilo" Casas 
and his wife, Lupe. They live in 
Orlando, Fla., with their two daugh-
ters, Melodee and Jasmin. They 
would like to hear from UMM 
friends at scasas@cfl.rr.com. 
Julie Gothman writes, "Hello from 
North Dakota! I have accepted a 
Catching Up 
position teaching nutrition and di-
etetics at the University of North 
Dakota. It's nice to be on the other 
side of the desk in the world of 
academia." Julie has completed a 
master's in public health at Tulane 
University in New Orleans. She is 
spending the season in the woods of 
northern Minnesota, and lives in 
Grand Forks, N.D. 
Michael Head and his wife, Kirsten, 
announce the bi rth of Alexander 
Th9mas on July 27. "He was seven 
weeks premature most likely due to 
the emergency surgery his mother 
had four days prior to his birth. Both 
Mom and Alexander are doing we! 1. 
The NICU at the hospital helped us 
set up a webpage complete with 
p ic tures of the little guy, 
<ww w .car ingB ri dge. co m/page/ 
alexanderhead>. Thanks to all our 
friends for their love and prayers. 
On a career note, I established my 
office, Willow Creek Chiropractic 
in Shoreview, about six months ago 
and can be reached by e-mail at 
headdc@excite.com." 
Linda (Juusola) Hoffmann an-
nounces the birth of Julia, born No-
vember 10, 1999. Linda is entering 
her 9th year at Minnewaska Area 
High School, and lives in Starbuck. 
Molly (Hergott) Miller writes, "I 
married Greg Miller on November 
7 , 1998. Greg did a fellowship in 
obstetrics/gynecology at Tacoma 
General Hospital. We' re now mov-
ing to River Falls, Wis. , where Greg 
will be a family practice physician. 
I will primarily be a stay-at-home 
mom to our daughter, Danielle 
Marie, who was born March 5. I 
may work part time as a physical 
therapist. " E-mail her at 
ggjjmiller@ gateway .net. 
Laura (Gamble) Schuster writes, 
"My husband, Mike, and I just had 
a baby girl , Cassandra Brooke, on 
July I 3. I'm a marketing manager 
for a publishing company in Circle 
Pines and working on a master's at 
the University of St. Thomas." The 
family resides in East Bethel. 
Andrea (Willemssen ) Stoick 
writes , "My husband, Mike, and I 
would like to announce the birth of 
our son, Andrew John, born August 
11 ." Andrea enjoys working out of 
her home as a Pampered Chef con-
sultant. The family lives in Prior 
Lake. 
Class of '92 
Suzanne Brown and her husband, 
Jeff Vanacore, graduated from Iowa 
College of Law and have moved to 
New York City where they are work-
ing on advanced law degrees at 
NYU. They would love to hear from 
their friends and any UMM alums 
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l iving in NYC. E-mai l: 
suzannekbrown@netscape.net. 
Martin Conroy is director 
of strategic sales for 
NAREX, Inc. in Golden, 
Colo. NAREX, Inc. was 
founded by former TRW ex-
ecutives to provide AI-based 
scoring models and consult-
ing services to the credit and 
collections industry . His 
wife, Lois (Regnier) '94, is 
an assistant city attorney in 
the criminal division as a 
domestic violence prosecu-
tor. This past summer Lois 
taught at the University of 
Minnesota in the Compleat 
Scholar Program. She also 
works as an adjunct profes-
sor at the U of M Law 
School. They live in Minne-
apolis. 
"Singing Phi Mu, Phi Mu Delta ... Phi Mu Delta For Us" Phi Mu Delta alumni held a chapter 
meeting and reminisced at "The House" at 303 East 5th Street during Homecoming 2000. 
Front Row: Don Lifto '71 , Robert Langmaack '71, Dennis Happel '69, Jack Hill '69, Phil 
Luttmers '71, Wil Grunewald '67, Ed Hennen '64. Top of the Steps: Jack Kelly '69, John 
Dayton '68, Phil Thompson '70, Bob Ahlbrecht '66, Curt Larson '68, Don Kaddatz '66, Dan 
Wolesky '70, Curt Loschy '69, Pat Gannon '70, Ron Nesvold '70, Greg Lemmons '71, Tom 
Mahoney '70, Jack Meier '69. 
Wendy (Kohnen) Klute was mar-
ried to Joel Klute on June 10. They 
live in Eden Prairie. 
Martha Martenson writes, "Last 
winter I drove from Palm Springs, 
where I was living at the time, to 
Scottsdale, Ariz., to be with Jodi 
(Huberty) Herfurth '91 and her 
husband." Martha is an administra-
tive assistant in the Financial Aid 
Office at Northwest College in 
Kirkland, Wash. She enjoys being 
so close to the ocean and beaches. 
Martha is involved in Catalyst, an 
adult drama team at her church. If 
you are in the Seattle area, give her 
a call at Northwest College. 
Shannon (Lipinski) Meierhofer 
and her husband, Keith , announce 
the birth of their third child, Hope, 
born in August. Zachary, Jacob, 
Hope, and their parents live in 
Monticello. Shannon enjoys being 
a stay-at-home mom. 
Mark Shores of Monticello, Ark., 
writes, "I'm still working as an elec-
tronic resources librari an at the 
Univers ity of Arkansas-Monticello. 
If you should find yourself in south-
east Arkansas, look me up. Send me 
e-mail at mlshores @visto.com." 
Shelly (Nester) Willette announces 
the birth of her second child, Tyler 
Mark, born July 9. "Big sister Carly 
is very much in love with her 
brother." Shelly is doing home medi-
cal transcription in addition to full-
time motherhood. 
Class of '93 
Kathy(Gimmestad)andJonGross 
'91 proudly announce the birth of 
their daughter, Anna Christine, born 
September 1. The family lives in 
Rochester. 
Cara (Critchfield) Heminger and 
her husband, Doug, live in Lincoln, 
Neb. Cara is teaching French at 
Central High in Omaha. She would 
love to hear from Gay II, Ground; 
Indy IA; and all the apartments . 
Kelly (Kueker) Kangas is living in 
Minnetonka where she teaches high 
school English. She and her hus-
band, Paul, recently celebrated their 
first anniversary. 
Colleen (Garbe) Le Prell and her 
husband, Glenn, welcomed Ryan 
on April 29. The family lives in 
Ypsilanti, Mich. 
Stacy (Rust) and Gregg Martig 
announce the birth of Kate Anna, 
born June 27. She joins her brothers 
Jake and Max. The family lives in 
St. Cloud. 
Cathy Olmsted writes, "I am in the 
process of relocating to the Colo-
rado Springs area. I have received a 
great offer from Ingersoll-Rand and 
I am leaving Minnesota behind. I' II 
miss everyone, but you all are wel-
come to come out and ski!" 
Lauri and Mark Robinson expect 
their fi rst child on May l . Mark will 
graduate from medical school on 
June 7. The couple lives in West 
Des Moines, Iowa. 
Corinne (Leuthner) Schmieg gave 
birth to her second daughter, Abigail 
Louise, on July 19. The family lives 
in Chaska, and Corinne works part-
time at Target in Chanhassen. 
Serena (Klassen) Vergin is the 
laboratory coordinator for Agvise 
in Benson, though "I still enjoy 
people more than test tubes." She 
has three children, Megan, Olivia, 
and Devin. Write her at : 
slvergin@hotmail.com. 
Catalina Worden earned a master's 
in education-leadership from South-
west State University. She is study-
ing for an ESL licensure from 
Hamline University while working 
at Dawson Boyd High School. 
Catalina lives in Montevideo. 
Class of '94 
Carrie Bulger writes, "I did, in-
deed, finish my Ph.D. this summer 
(July 21) at the University of Con-
necticut. However, my faculty post 
is at Quinnipiac University in 
Hamden, Connecticut. I am an as-
sistant professor." 
Charles Nikles II will finish a Ph.D. 
in psychology in spring, 2001. He 
lives in Crystal. 
Jennifer Rice writes, "I was fortu-
nate to spend a month in Europe this 
summer, traveling to Germany and 
Austria with high school students, 
and then France and Italy with 
friends. Madeleine Leith-Fischer 
and her husband met me in Paris, 
along with my boyfriend, Jeff 
Brandt. This trip to France tops all 
the rest, though- as I went up to the 
top of the Eiffel Tower a single 
woman and came down a fiance." 
She and Jeff will be married the 
summer of 2001. Jennifer li ves in 
Little Canada and teaches high 
school French. 
Dan and Michelle (Bowling) Trebil 
'93, of Grand Forks, N .D., are happy 
to announce the birth of their first 
child, Ethan Michael, on September 
29. Michelle works at Altru Hospi-
tal as an RN in the NICU and pedi-
atrics. Dan is general manager at 
Team Electronics. "Hello to '89/ 
' 90 Indy 2A residents!" Write them 
at dtrebil@gfherald.infi.net. 
Christy (Montgomery) and Brian 
Wittkop '93 announce the arrival 
of Emily Lynn, born May 18. "Life 
is great in Sioux Falls, S.D. I am still 
at the Great Plains Zoo & Delbridge 
Museum as the volunteer and spe-
cial events director and Brian is a 
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unit manager at Specialized Card 
Services. Give us a call or e-mail at 
brianchrisw@msn.com; we'd love 
to hear from old friends! " 
Timna (Odegaard) and Peter 
Wyckoff announce the birth of Aca-
cia Karen, born September 4. The 
family lives in Greensboro, N.C. 
Class of '95 
Tina (Lieser) and David 
Christians '94 Iive in Sartell. 
David is a personal banker 
with US Bank-Sauk Rapids. 
Tina works at St. Cloud State 
University Foundation. 
Krista (Bramer) Struve, Class Agent 
'96 
2228 Fremont Ave. 
St. Paul, MN 55119 
(651) 714-8534 
krista.struve@lawson. com 
Katie Archer moved to Decorah, 
Iowa, to be the director of market-
ing, news , and publications for 
Robyn (Burquest) and David 
Owens married June 9. The couple 
live and work in Minneapolis. 
"After three years of teaching high 
school in St. Louis, I have chosen to 
enter the applied math program at 
the University of Iowa," writes 
Kristen Sellke of Iowa City. 
Eden Prairie is home to Pamela 
Russ Cherne and Nicole (Evers) 
'99 call Freeport home. They were 
married in the summer of '99. Russ 
graduated from the University of 
North Dakota Law School this 
spring, and is an associate attorney 
in St. Cloud. 
Robert Doohen and his wife Kelly 
(Nelson), live in Menno, S.D. Rob-
ert is a third-year medical 
student at USD. Ke) I y teaches 
high school math and physics, 
and coaches volleyball and 
softball. E-mail Kelly at 
kdoohen@hotmail. com. 
Kevin Eich lives in Eagan 
and works at 3M in St. Paul. 
He can be reached a t 
kevjeich@uswest.net. 
"I am employed at the College 
of St. Scholastica in Duluth as 
the admissions operations 
manager," writes Joel 
Clasemann. "I spend most of 
my day at a computer manag-
ing data or creating reports. 
Since leaving UMM, I have 
often missed all my friends 
It was a party to remember! Many science and math alumni gathered during Homecoming to 
renew acquaintances and to celebrate the opening of the new Science Building. Enjoying a 
reception are Maureen Donlin '86, Kirkwood, Mo., Linda (Wallisch) Wolf '85, Marty Wolf '85, 
Bemidji, Orv Leis '76, Elbow Lake, and John McGaa '87, St. Paul. 
Timothy Hardy works for 
Target Corporation as an E-
commerce/Internet analyst 
and Ii ves in Richfield. E-mail: 
timhardy@mediaone.net. 
from there. It would be great to hear 
from some of you. I can be reached 
at jclasema@css.edu." 
Julie (Emerson) married Byron 
Heyen on July 7. Julie teaches En-
glish and coaches volleyball , bas-
ketball, and track at Richland High 
School in Colfax, N.D. , and her 
husband farms. The couple lives at 
rural Colfax. 
Jessica Trites Rolle writes, "Greet-
ings from Iowa! I love Minnesota, 
and leaving was very hard but my 
husband, Bob Rolle '94, and I de-
cided to give this a try. We both 
work at the Corporate Headquarters 
of IGF Insurance (a crop insurance 
company) in Des Moines. We just 
fulfilledthe"AmericanDream." We 
closed on our first home in Clive, 
Iowa, September 1st, and have re-
ally big plans for the yard; fortu-
nately, Bob has an amazing green 
thumb when it comes to produce. 
I'll tend the non-edibles. As things 
settle down, we will definitely wel-
come visitors , so drop me a line at 
jessktr@yahoo.com if you happen 
to be in the Des Moines area. I may 
be in Iowa now, but I'll always be a 
Minnesotan, and I'll always have a 
soft spot for UMM!" 
Congrats to Cy Thao for receiving 
a Bush Artist Fellowship in two-
dimensional visual arts this year. 
Cy lives in St. Paul. 
Rebecca (Remer) Wong lives in 
Brooklyn Park with her husband, 
Brian, and their son, Alexander, born 
July 24. Rebecca is an infant teacher 
at Family Resource Center of 
Anoka-Hennepin School District in 
Blaine. 
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Northwest Iowa Community Col-
leges. "Previously, I was with Min-
neapolis-based Regis Corporation 
in communications. I'd love to hear 
from some UMMers at: 
karcher@rconnect.com." 
Valerie Frerk is the escrow super-
visor at Chicago Title Insurance. 
She will marry Steve Salzbrunn on 
April 21 , 2001, in Downers Grove, 
Ill. She lives in Naperville, Ill. 
Travis Johnson is working as a 
bike mechanic, and is also finding 
time to perform as a musician around 
the Twin Cities. He occasionally 
races mountain bikes around the 
state, and lives in New Brighton. 
Jodi (Hilla) and Ryan McCormack 
married on May 27th. They reside in 
Brooklyn Park and work at AT&T. 
Erin (Osborn) and Luke McLain 
'97 married September 25, 1999. 
Erin is in her first year of family 
practice residency at St. John's Hos-
pital in Maplewood, and Luke works 
as a case manager at Mental Health 
Resources in St. Paul. The couple 
resides in White Bear Lake. 
Melissa Murphy is a sales rep for 
Aventis Pasteur, a pharmaceutical 
company that specializes in immu-
nizations. "I started out in Pennsyl-
vania and relocated to the Des 
Moines area a few years ago." 
Noel Olson was married to Casey 
Steinert, an Arizona native, on Sep-
tember 1. They bought a house in 
Tempe, Ariz. Noel works at Associ-
ates Home Equity Services as a se-
nior underwriter. "I miss Minne-
sota, but the weather here is Great!!" 
(Reller) Velcheck, who was mar-
ried to Jason on October 14. Pam is 
an HRIS analyst for MTS Systems 
Corporation . 
Richard and Maureen 
(Marsollek) Ventura '98 bought 
and moved into their first house in 
Blaine. Richard works for GCI Sys-
tems, a computer consulting firm, 
as an account executive. Maureen 
began her first year teaching 7th 
and 8th grade at Cambridge Middle 
School and is completing a master' s 
degree in curriculum and instruc-
tion at the University of St. Tho-
mas . Drop them a line at 
rventura@citilink.com. "Wewould 
love to hear from some of you ." 
Amy (Cerney) married John York 
on August 5. She is looking for-
ward to living and teaching third 
grade in Laramie, Wyo., this year 
while she finishes a master's m 
curriculum instruction. 
Stacy Cremers, Class Agent '97 
706 11th Street S. 
Benson, MN 56215 
(320) 843-4013 
scremers@hotmail.com 
Monica Ningen, Class Agent '97 
13401 Bluejacket #2 
Overland Park, KS 66213 
(913) 685-8216 
mningen@prodigy.net 
Andrew and Mary (Holewa) Bobst 
were married October 8, 1999, and 
reside in Coatesville, Pa. Andy 
graduated with an MA in geology 
on January 7, and began his new 
career with IT Corp . in West 
Chester, Pa., as a geologist/engi-
neer. Mary is the associate develop-
ment director at the Stroud Water 
Research Center in Avondale, Pa. 
Jennifer Hauck recently returned 
from the Peace Corps in Guatemala 
and will be moving to Washington, 
D.C. to pursue a career in interna-
tional development. She lives in Fort 
Pierre, S.D. 
Laquita Henry is working on a 
second bachelor's degree in interior 
design at Northern Illinois Univer-
sity. She also studied abroad in Italy. 
Laquita Jives in DeKalb, Ill . E-mail 
her at Lhenryl@niu.edu. 
Nicole Herdina moved to Camden, 
Maine, where she works atthe Maine 
Photographic Workshop. 
Stacy Hill writes ,"Hi all! I'm work-
ing in Minneapolis as a discount 
brokerage specialist for Lutheran 
Brotherhood Securities and lovin ' 
every minute of it." 
Stacy (Foss) married Chad 
Hoffman '98 on May 6. She is 
working for a leasing company in 
the metro area. They live in Belle 
Plaine. Contact her at 
cjsjhoff@juno.com. 
Darren Lane lives in Bloomington 
and works in the corporate training 
department at Donaldson Company. 
He has been to Egypt and is plan-
ning a trip to Scotland or Spain 
within the next year. E-mail him at 
laned@tcfreenet.org. 
Neha Markanda joined American 
Express Financial Advisors as a cli-
ent manager. She oversees the com-
pliance with regulations of 401 (K) 
retirement plans for corporations. 
Neha lives in Edina. 
Kristopher Nelson and Linda 
(Rasmusson) '99 live in Apple 
Valley. Kris is an online operations 
manager at U.S. Bank, and Linda 
teaches children with emotional dis-
orders at Dakota Ridge. Linda loves 
her job and is also attending gradu-
ate school. 
Nicholas Paluck is a regulatory 
analyst for Xcel Energy, and lives in 
White Bear Lake. Write him at 
nicholas.n.pa1uck@excelenergy.com. 
Eric Single finished a paramedic 
program in August and moved to St. 
Cloud, where he is a paramedic for 
Gold Cross Ambulance. He is plan-
ning to reapply to medical schools 
next summer. 
Kyung "Don" Tak works as a youth 
pastor and is serving as pastoral 
intern at a church in Lake Forest, Ill. 
He anticipates graduating from Trin-
ity Evangelical Divinity School, 
Deerfield, Ill., in May 2001. 
Louis Williams works at 
Tekakwitha Adolescent Treatment 
Center in his hometown of Sisseton, 
S.D. 
Nyisha Burnett, Class Agent '98 
1227 S. Harlem Ave. Apt. 502 
Berwyn, IL 60402 
(708) 484-9625 
nyisha.burnett@motorola.com 
Alonzo Myers, Class Agent '98 
3019 W. Flournoy Street 
Chicago, IL 60612 
(773) 722-6575 
alonzamyers7@aol.com 
Jennifer Wright, Class Agent '98 
2285 Stewart Ave. Apt. 2313 
St. Paul, MN 55116 
(651) 695-9370 
jejfnerl 5@hotmail.com 
"Greetings from your class agent! If 
you want to send any updates my 
way, please note the address change 
above. My roommate, Jen Cole '98, 
and I have moved to a great new 
apartment in the Highland Park 
neighborhood of Saint Paul." 
Gina Beyer is working for the Peace 
Corps in Arorae Island in the Cen-
tral Pacific. She recently visited 
Tarawa, Kiribati. Gina will finish 
her service on December 13th and 
plans to do some world traveling for 
about 10 months. She will be in 
Europe in May, and if any friends 
would like to meet up with her, e-
mail her at arorae2@hotmail.com. 
Eric Brandt will graduate from the 
University of Minnesota Law School 
in May 2001. In October Eric will 
begin working for the law firm of 
Faegre and Benson in Minneapolis. 
Kari (Schuch) and Kurt Brausen 
were married August 5. Kari re-
cently accepted a position with the 
Minnesota Department of Economic 
Security as an ISEEK content ana-
lyst. E-mail her at 
boot76@hotmail.com. 
Nyisha Burnett writes, "I am pur-
suing my master' s in public admin-
istration at Governors State Univer-
sity while working full time as a 
communications administrator in 
Motorola's Global Computing and 
Telecommunications Dept." She 
resides in Berwyn, Ill. 
Mitchell Dorr and Sharon Wittkop 
'94 plan to marry in July, 2001. 
Sharon teaches and assists in coach-
ing track and volleyball in Eveleth. 
Mitch lives and teaches in Grand 
Marais . Write him at 
mdorr@isdl 66.kl 2.mn.us. 
Christina (Anderson) and Tony 
Dylong live in Brooklyn Park. 
Christie works for Best Buy Corpo-
rate in the marketing department 
and Tony is teaching fourth grade at 
Osseo Elementary. 
Aaron Gruber married Sara 
(Cerar) '99 this past September. 
They live in Eagan. Sara works for 
Conseco Finance and Aaron works 
for the Metropolitan Council Envi-
ronmental Services in St. Paul. 
Anita Helmin calls Aurora, Ill. 
home. She received a masters in 
sports administration from Ohio 
University in Athens November 
1999. Anita is the promotion man-
ager for SuperCross at SFX Motor 
Sports Group in Aurora. 
Emily Lunz spent the last year in 
South Africa. She is completing a 
post-graduate degree in international 
relations at Rhodes University in 
Grahamstown, South Africa. This 
degree will compliment a master's 
in international journalism. When 
she returns to the states, Emily plans 
to live in Los Angeles. If anyone 
wants to e-mail her, write Emily at 
lunz4@hotmail.com. 
Sara Sanasack is an administrative 
assistant with Novartis Seeds Inc. in 
Danvers. She lives in Benson. 
Faith (Middleton) and Andy 
Schulze '99 live in Oakdale. Faith 
graduated from the University of 
North Dakota with a master's de-
gree in social work. She now works 
as a medical social worker at Gillette 
Childrens Specialty Health Care in 
St. Paul. 
Matthew Swanlund graduated 
from Bethel College in 1997 with a 
business degree. He lives in Long 
Lake and works at Micro-Fab Ma-
chine Shop in south Minneapolis. 
Jenny (Bergman) VanAalsburg is 
a kindergarten teacher in the 
Minnetonka School District. She and 
her husband live in St. Bonifacius. 
Tony Winter is in sales with Lewis 
Electric Motor Repair and lives in 
Sartell. E-mail him at 
wintertm@hotmail.com. 
Class of '99 
Nathan Anderson teaches science 
at Red Lake High School and lives 
in Bemidji . 
Harmonie Babcock works for 
Hiawatha Valley Mental Health 
Center as the adult case manager 
covering Wabasha County. She was 
engaged to Stan Brown in Decem-
ber, 1999, and lives in Eyota. 
Mike Bernard of Cottage Grove 
works for the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Revenue doing property tax 
research. He is also attending Met-
ropolitan State University where he 
is studying for a master's in man-
agement and administration. 
Paul Brown and his wife, Jill 
(Druley), were married in July. The 
couple lives in Ames, Iowa, where 
Paul is finishing an M.B.A. and 
M.S . in economics at Iowa State 
University. Jill is substitute teach-
ing. E-mail them at 
jillda1enb@hotmail.com. 
Ryan Carter is having a delightful 
time. "With a small but very impor-
tant fraction of my possessions 
stowed into the trunk and an out-
dated map of the United States at 
my side, I emigrated from Minne-
sota at the beginning of summer to 
the Northeast. A week or so later I 
was working at a residential aca-
demic summer camp for gifted stu-
dents. A couple of weeks after that 
job was underway I received word 
from the New York Public Library 
that I would be starting a career as a 
children's librarian in the Bronx 
mid-September. I have sold my 1980 
MGB to pay the broker's fee for my 
apartment, but this separation has 
·only led to further scheming toward 
owning more European mechani-
cally fast unreliable and neat-look-
ing things (www.ducatiusa.com). I 
would love hearing from friends 
who are going to be in the New York 
area. Though I don't yet have one, 
my couch will be open to any and all 
who can fit on it quietly." 
Amanda Drexler, of Yuma, Ariz., 
is working as a geologist for an 
environmental consulting company. 
Broken Arrow, Okla., is home to 
Calantha (Geiszler) Evans. She is 
expecting her first child in Decem-
ber and works at the Tax and Ac-
counting Software Corporation. E-
mail her at cevans@paascforce.com. 
Minneapolis is home to Kieran and 
Elizabeth (Board) Geary, who 
were married September 11, 1999. 
Kjersti Hanneman is "temping" in 
the Twin Cities and will leave March 
19 for Peace Corps service in Haiti, 
where she will work as a commu-
nity services volunteer on a com-
munity health education project. 
Joel Harris spent last year travel-
ing the northwest US with Youth 
Encounter, a Christian ministry 
band. He started medical school this 
fall in Duluth . 
Amherst, Mass ., is home to Brent 
Heeringa, a research assistant at 
the University of Massachusetts. 
Brian Hench is managing a Pizza 
Hut in Mankato while attending 
Rasmussen Business College. He 
lives in Eagle Lake. Write him at 
henchba@hotmail.com. 
Milwaukee, Wis., is home to 
Rachael Jurek, who is teaching at 
Marquette University. Contact her 
at rachaeljurek@hotmail.com. 
Anna Karsten is enjoying living in 
Walker and working at Walker High 
School. E-mail her at 
karsteak@hotmail.com. 
Jenny Koenigs works at IN-
ROADS/Minneapolis-St. Paul, Inc. 
as a professional development asso-
ciate. E-mail her at 
jenny koenigs@hotmail.com. 
Jeffery Lamberty is engaged to 
Kristin Kaster '00, who is in her 
first year of graduate school in the 
College of Computing at Georgia 
Tech in Atlanta. Jeffery lives in 
Sioux Falls, S.D., where he works 
as a staff assistant for Senator Tom 
Dasch le. Write him at 
j_lamberty@hotmail.com. 
Michayla (Dorland) married Neil 
Matthiessen August 11 and teaches 
at a Huntington Leaming Center. 
The couple lives in Minneapolis. 
Katie Milbradt works as a prepress 
artist at the West Central Tribune in 
Willmar. She is in charge of analyz-
ing how inks will reproduce on news-
print. Katie lives in Granite Falls. 
Maple Grove is home to Mollie 
Mohr, who is working as a project 
coordinator with Fingerhut Corpo-
ration in Minnetonka. 
Wendy Mortensen is lead staff at 
Devereux, a treatment center for 
children and adolescents. She will 
get a licensed massage therapist 
degree in December and will be 
applying to master's in social work 
for the fall of 2001 . Wendy lives in 
Scottsdale, Ariz. E-mail her · at 
Wendy_Elice@yahoo.com. "Derek 
Ellingson or Nick Krappie- I need a 
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copy of that movie you made when 
we were juniors." 
Ross Nelson is a first year student in 
the master's program at the Univer-
sity of Las Vegas, Nevada, major-
ing in history. 
Becky Perkins works as a lab assis-
tant at Allina Laboratories in Abbott 
Northwestern Hospital. She lives in 
Minneapolis. 
Ben Rossow married Sara 
(Englund) '00July 15. John Stubbs 
and Abe Welle were groomsmen, 
and Janell Witte and Jody Grack 
were bridesmaids. Ben Schrag and 
Michael Trosvig performed the 
musical selections. Ben is enjoying 
teaching 9th and I 0th grade En-
glish at Bemidji High School. The 
couple lives in Bemidji . 
James Schiltz lives and works in 
Fargo, N .D., where he is the assis-
tant manager of Computer Renais-
sance and is in training for a man-
ager position. He will be married 
in April 2001 . 
Holly (Caron) Schulz was mar-
ried to Timothy in August. Holly 
is a pre-school teacher at Head 
Start in Savage. The couple lives in 
Plymouth. 
Debra Smith works as a lab techni-
cian in a neuroendocrinology lab at 
Georgia State University in Atlanta. 
She is applying to medical school 
for the fall of 200 I . 
Jeremiah and Sara (Broadwell) 
Stimpson make their home in 
Shoreview. Sara is working on a 
master's of business administration 
at the University of St. Thomas, and 
Jeremy enjoys working as the infor-
mation technology supervisor at 
Print Craft Inc. in New Brighton. 
Michelle (Spartz) and Andy 
Stockinger were married July 29. 
The couple lives in Silver Spring, 
Md. E-mail them at 
stockinam@aol.com. 
John Stubbs is attending graduate 
school for chemistry at U of M-
Twin Cities. He lives in Marine on 
St. Croix. E-mail him at 
stubbs@chem.umn.edu. 
Carey Tomoson is working as a 
dental hygenist. She, her husband, 
Dustin, and their daughter live in 
Morris. 
Emily Utoft and Scott Durand of 
Chicago will marry in July 2001. 
Emily is a gallery manager at Rita 
Bucheit, Ltd. 
Yer Yang and Shawntan Howell '99 at the 
Minority Student Program reception dur-
ing Homecoming. 
Christopher Wenner was commis-
sioned as a second lieutenant in the 
Minnesota Army National Guard 
on September I 0. He lives in Fargo, 
N.D., and is working at the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation as a 
bank examiner. E-mail him at 
cwenner@fdic.gov. 
Class of '00 
Nicole Dischinger works for Catho-
lic Charities in St. Cloud as an in-
Ronni Etterman works in the semi-
conductor department at Advanced 
Technologies Material Corporation 
in Portland, Ore. She travels all 
over the U.S . but makes her home in 
Beaverton, Ore. E-mail her at 
gothikchic@hotmail.com. 
Sarah Gravalin teaches English at 
Red Wing High School. 
"I've moved from the fields of com 
in Morris to the fields of parking 
lots in Minneapolis," writes Gary 
Hedin. This fall he began his first 
year at the U of M School of Den-
tistry. He is living in Dinkytown 
with John Kess '98 and Ross 
Hawley '98, and is enjoying city 
life. John and Ross are seniors at the 
University of Minnesota pursuing 
degrees in mechanical engineering. 
studying neuroscience at Northwest-
ern University. Contact her at 
nikkilapointe@hotmail.com. 
Laura Lunderby is working on a 
master's in science and public health 
in the School of Public Health at 
Tulane University. She lives in New 
Orleans. E-mail her at 
lunderla@aol.com. 
Carolynne McAllister teaches 7th 
and 8th grade geography at 
Chippewa Middle School in 
Shoreview. She lives in St. An-
thony . 
Eric Peterson is engaged to Nicole 
Statz and is doing sales for Tile 
Shop. He lives in Osseo. Nicole 
writes, "I'm at the University of 
Wisconsin- Lacrosse in my first 
year within the physical therapy 
Sara Jo Heutinck lives and works program." 
in Buffalo as a youth minister at St. 
Francis Xavier Catholic Church. 
Erin Anne Jones is substitute teach-
ing in Minneapolis and the surround-
ing school districts. She lives in 
Brooklyn Park. 
Kelly Klosterman lives in St. Paul 
and works as an editorial assistant 
for North American Media Group 
in Minnetonka. 
Ben Knutzen is in dental school 
and resides in Fridley with his wife, 
Molly (Mundt). Molly teaches sec-
ond grade at Ramsey Elementary. 
Jolene Lansverk of Benson has 
been promoted at KSCR Radio Sta-
ti on . E-mail her at 
jojogirl2 l_99@hotmail.com. 
Matthew Sipe teaches junior high 
and high school band at Montgom-
ery-Lonsdale High School. He lives 
in Montgomery and can be e-mailed: 
matt.sipe@montlonsdale.k12.rnn.us. 
Chelsey Tollefson is pursuing a 
graduate degree in clinical social 
work at the University of Texas, 
Austin. She lives in Austin. E-mail 
at: chelsey91@hotmail.com. 
Roseville is home to Megan Wall, 
who began graduate school in the 
Tw4-n Cities this fall. 
Joshua Wurst is employed with 
3M Pharmaceuticals and lives in 
Mendota Heights. 
home skills counselor. She lives in Chicago is home to Nichole 
Monticello. Lapointe, who is in graduate school 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Oryan Dubois teaches fifth grade • 
in Rochester. He lives in Kasson. • 
• 
Catching Up 
•To submit an item for Catching Up, fill out this form and send it to: Vivian Heltemes, 
:Alumni Relations, UMM, 123 HFA, Morris, MN 56267-2134 or e-mail: 
•<alumni@mrs.umn.edu>. 
•Let us hear from you! Next Catchin,: Up deadline is March 2, 2001. 
• 
• 
•Name(s) ________________ _ 
• 
• Class(es) of ________ Did you graduate? Yes __ No. __ _ 
• 
•Note: ________________________ _ 
• 
UMM alumni gathered following the 2000 ''Border Battle," UMM vs. UW-
Oshkosh at the HHH Metrodome in Minneapolis. L-r: Rick Hoffman '91, 
Kay Schmidt '98, Eric Carter '93, and Karla Eidem '98. • 
• 
E-mail: _______________________ _ 
Andy will pursue a Ph.D. in history 
at the University of Maryland, and 
Michelle will teach English and 
Spanish at Glenelg High School. 
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Michelle (Quistorff) Dunn mar-
ried Robbie on August 5. The couple 
lives in North Mankato. 
•Alumni Network Interests (please check all that apply): 
• _ social networking _ business/career development 
=- advising current students & young alums _ helping job hunter 
•- assisting in admissions efforts _ legislative efforts for UMM 
• _ serving on Alumni Association Board of Directors 
:- organize geographic network and social events in my area 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
From the Alumni Association 
Board of Directors 
New members were elected to the UMM Alumni Board of Directors 
during the Association's annual meeting on October 6. They are Blaine Hill '87, 
Kurt Hoehne ' 90, Anna Ronhovde '98, and Ken Traxler '89. 
Beginning his second term of office on the board and also serving as 
secretary/treasurer, Blaine Hill and his wife, Susan, live in Breckenridge. They 
have two daughters; Amanda is a senior who hopes to attend UMM in 2001 and 
Lindsey is an eighth grader. Blaine is clerk treasurer for the City of Breckenridge 
and works with a seven-member city counci I. He has been president of the League 
of Minnesota Cities, an organization that represents approximately 825 cities in 
Minnesota. In that position he visited throughout Minnesota and lobbied the 
Minnesota Legislature on behalf of cities. Blaine 
is also a career member of and holds the rank of 
major in the Minnesota National Guard. He is 
completing course work for promotion to lieu-
tenant colonel. In his community Blaine is a 
volunteer assistant coach for cross-country, wres-
tling and baseball. He is also a member of the 
Breckenridge Lions Club and is a Sunday School 
teacher at Breckenridge Lutheran Church. He 
and his family have hosted several foreign ex-
change students. "I am very interested in educa-
tion and the future of education in Minnesota. I 
am interested in doing what I can to help UMM 
maintain its leadership among public liberal arts 
colleges." 
Kurt Hoehne lives in Montevideo with 
his wife, Lori (Livermore) '89, and their two 
daughters, Austin, age 6, and Ashley, age 4. Kurt 
is a probation officer with the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Corrections in Marshall. He is involved 
in Chippewa County Habitat For Humanity and 
various church activities. "My education and experiences at UMM have proven 
to be, and continue to be, a very valuable part of my life. UMM is a valuable asset 
to west central Minnesota and I want to see and do what I can to ensure that UMM 
remains an institution in this part of the state that will continue to serve the needs 
of the students, alumni and the community. Being a member of the board of 
directors is a way to give something back for all that it has given to me and my 
family." 
Anna Ronhovde is a business process associate with PRA Solutions in 
Minneapolis, an Andersen Consulting enterprise that does revenue accounting 
services and auditing for several major commercial airlines. In late 1999 a branch 
office was opened in Manila, Philippines, and Anna has spent time there training 
employees. Anna is involved in a book club and volunteers one night a week at 
a homeless shelter in St. Paul. While at UMM she was involved with the 
International Relations/Poli Sci Clnb'and volunteered for the Tinman Triathlon. 
"I am interested in serving on the board of directors because I believe that I wasn't 
involved enough in campus activities while a student. I also want to 'give 
something back' to UMM." 
While at UMM Ken Traxler was a Presidential Scholar, played football 
and participated in intramural sports and the Chem/Bio Club. After graduating, 
he stayed at UMM for a year as a teaching specialist and assistant football coach. 
Ken obtained his Ph.D. at the University of Denver and did postdoctoral research 
at the University of Tennessee-Memphis and the University of Missouri-Kansas 
City. He is an assistant professor of chemistry at Bemidji State University and 
chief officer for research 
and development at 
Biotome Inc., a com-
pany that supplies equip-
ment, instrumentation, 
and consumables forthe 
life sciences overthe life 
sciences over the 
internet. Ken is a BSU 
volunteer football 
coach, vicechairofBea-
ver Pride (BSU athletic 
booster club), and a 
member of Elks. "I re-
ally enjoyed my experi-
ence at UMM and would 
like to 'give something 
back' so others may have 
an equally enjoyable ex-
perience. I hope that by 
serving on the Board I 
can learn more about the 
Alumni Association and 
get more alumni involved with UMM again." 
Alumni Art Exhibit participants 
These newly elected board members join Susan Bergh '83, Mahtomedi; 
Virginia Boever '77, Alexandria (vice president); Don Brabeck '84, St. Paul; 
Carol Eckersen '80, Minneapolis; Curt Loschy '69, St. Paul (president); Clare 
(Dingley) Strand '76, Morris; and Tom Westman '72, South Haven. 
Karyn Nielson Memorial Scholarship 
established at UMlVi 
"We established the Karyn Nielson Memorial scholarship at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, Morris because deep down it just feels like the right thing to do," 
stated Karyn's parents, Gregg '70 and Judy Nielson '72 of Rapid City, S.D., and 
formerly of Wheaton and St. Paul. "Perhaps it's because we have such fond 
memories ofUMM, and Karyn loved it, too . Perhaps it's partly because we like 
to see promising young people reach their potential and, hopefully, the scholarship 
will do just that. We think Karyn would approve." 
Karyn, a UMM student, died in 1993 as the result of a horse-riding 
accident. The scholarship will be awarded to students who share Karyn's passion 
for community service, church activities and volunteerism. Karyn was active in 
the National Honor Society, the First Presbyterian Church Hand bell Choir, the Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters organization, 4-H, and the Horses-That-Heal program for 
UMM choral director Ken Hodgson, right, 
chats with Valentina Lisitsa and Alexei 
Kuznetsoff following their performance. 
handicapped children. She 
donated blood and fund 
raised for Camp Courage. 
A lover of animals , horses 
and dogs in particular, she 
was an accomplished trainer 
and treasurer of the UMM 
Saddle Club. 
Karyn was re-
spected and loved by her 
friends and classmates . 
Mark Schuller '96 stated in 
a University Register article, 
"She was the most trusting, 
sincere person ... never car-
ried a grudge ... never had 
any malice ... unassuming, 
and took pains never to hurt 
or offend anyone." 
The Karyn 
Nielson Memorial schol-
arship was formally an-
nounced at a celebration 
concert held at UMM on 
October 25. Guest artists 
were Valentina Lisitsa and 
Alexei Kuznetsoff, Russian pianists and friends of the Nielson family. Special 
guests at the concert included Nielson family members from South Dakota, North 
Dakota, Iowa, Virginia, Florida and Minnesota, including Karyn's grandparents , 
Glenn and Florence Nielson of Glenwood, and Don and Beverly Simmelink of 
Shoreview. 
Chancellor Sam Schuman stated: "This generous scholarship is a touch-
ing memorial to a UMM student who was lost much too early. It will help us to 
cherish the memory of Karyn, who was an active and important member of our 
campus community. UMM is honored to be part of this lasting-recognition of 
Karyn Nielson and the outstanding personal values which are reflected in her 
memory." 
Contributions may be made to the Karyn Nielson Memorial Scholarship. Contact 
Maddy Maxeiner or Janell Kolden at ( 320) 589-6386. 
Minority Alumni Mentorship Program (MAMP) 
The MAMP program offers students of color the opportunity to foster a relation-
ship with a minority alumni mentor. The goal of the program, thanks to leadership 
from alumni and funding from the American Express 
Minnesota Philanthropic Program, is to assist students 
of color to navigate successfully through the campus 
and make a strong transition from college to career. 
Alumni Spotlight -
The following alumni have both gone above 
and beyond in their efforts to assist students of color. 
Maypakou Ly graduated from UMM in 1994 
with a double major in French and pol focal science. She 
serves as the social services program adviser for the 
Minnesota Department of Human Servic:.:s. Ly is 
mentoring Xia Thao, St. Paul, and Danushka 
Wanduragala, Roseville. 
Danaj Edmond is a year 2000 UMM gradu-
ate with a degree in speech communication and English. 
Edmond works as an executive assistant for Black 
Women United for Action. During her senior year, she 
served as a peer mentor at UMM. Edmond is mentoring 
Mia Swift, Dolton, Ill., and Paris Bailey, Chicago. 
By sharing a minimal amount of time and a 
maximum amount of their professional and life experi-
ence, these two remarkable women are affecting posi-
tive change in the lives of four UMM students of color. 
Due to the record number of students who requested mentors, the MAMP program 
is currently seeking about 10 alumni mentors. If you are interested, please contact 
Brian Mosher, coordinator of the program, at (320) 589-6088, or 
mosherbt@mrs.umn.edu. 
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In Brief 
The Inauguration 
Dr. Samuel Schuman, fourth chancellor for the Morris campus, 
was formally inaugurated on September 7. University President 
Mark Yudof presented Dr. Schuman with the chancellor's medal-
lion. In his inaugural speech, titled "Conjunctions," Schuman did 
not deviate from his familiar reference to Shakespeare: 
"/ began my comments today with the beginning of 
Othello 'sfinal soliloquy. Let me continue a bit: 'Soft you, a word 
or two before you go,' you'll recall he began. '/ have done the 
state some service, and they know 't.' I hope to do our state some 
service, too. He goes on to ask that his achievements be neither 
exaggerated nor denegrated: 'Speak of me as I am: nothing 
extenuate, nor set down aught in malice. Then must you speak of 
one that loved not wisely but too well.' I do not know how wisely 
I can love and lead UMM but I'll do my best, and/ do promise that 
I will love it well. " 
Board of Regents Visit 
University of Minnesota Board of Regents held their Septem-
ber meeting on the Morris campus September 7-8. Among the 
board of re gen ts' agenda i terns was a presentation of the university's 
annual biennial budget request and a report by Christine Maziar, vice president for 
research and dean of the graduate school, who presented the latest figures on 
sponsored and contract research activities, which show a significant increase. 
Regents and their staff were guests at the inaugural celebration. 
Dedicated to Science 
Hundreds of alumni, faculty, staff, students and regional community members 
witnessed the dedication of the long-awaited new science building during 
Homecoming weekend. Special guest speakers included Curt Loschy, UMM 
Alumni Association president; legislators Torrey Westrom and Charlie Berg; 
Regent Robert Bergland, former Chancellor Dave Johnson, and Chancellor 
Schuman. 
Alumni, staff, faculty, current students and regional citizenry 
gathered in the new science Atrium prior to the dedication. 
May Session 
Discovering buried cities in the Mediterranean and painting in public places are just 
two examples of the intriguing offerings during May Session at UMM. May Session 
(formerly Intersession), a three-week term that begins on May 14 immediately after 
Spring Semester, will offer experiences ranging from digital imaging to agro-food 
systems in Hungary. 
A sampling of the classes and faculty who will teach them are: 
•Mural Project and Public Art. The students in this class will work to produce 
a mural in a public setting. John Hitchcock, assistant professor of studio art. 
•Studio Art is Digital Imaging. Explore the possibilities of using the 
computer as a component of making art. Jess Larson, assistant professor of studio art. 
•Foundations and Issues in Education. A study of the history, philosophy, 
and purposes of American education. Gwen L. Rudney, associate professor of 
education. 
•Writing Poetry from Art: An Ekphrastic Experience. A broad definition and 
brief history of the writing inspired by art. Jim Roderick, instructor of English. 
•Field Experience in Natural History: The Minnesota River. Study of the 
natural history of the Minnesota River watershed in the region from Mankato to the 
headwaters of the Minnesota River. Co-taught by Gordon McIntosh, associate 
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President Mark Yudof places the Chancellor's medallion on newly 
inaugurated Chancellor Schuman. 
Administrative Searches 
The search committee for a vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean has 
announced the selection of four finalists for the position: Dr. John A. Mosbo, 
provost and dean of the facul ty, professor of chemistry, University of Central 
Arkansas; Ph.D. in chemistry from Iowa State University; Dr. Roberta L. Sal per, 
director of the School of Humanities and Social Sciences, professor of Spanish 
and women's studies, Pennsylvania State University at Erie; Ph.D. in romance 
languages and literatures fro m Harvard University ; Dr. Michael Bugeja, special 
assistant to the president, professor in the E.W. Scripps 
School of Journalism, Ohio University; Ph.D in English 
from Oklahoma State University ; and Dr. John F . Schwa\\er, 
associate provost and associate vice president for academic 
affairs, professorofhistory , University of Montana; Ph.D. 
in history from Indiana University . 
The members of the search committee are Pam Gades, 
Pieranna Garavaso, Jill Farris, Tom Johnson (chair), Jooinn 
Lee, Andy Lopez, Carol Marxen, and Todd Neuharth. 
Following consultation by Chancellor Schuman and the 
Consultative Committee, with campuswide input, a com-
mittee has been appointed to launch a national search for a 
new vice chancellor for student affairs . Search committee 
members are Kelley Awde, Brenda Boever, Angela Bos, 
Chris DeVries, Judy Kuechle, Pareena Lawrence (chair), 
Amy McGovern, Aida Martinez, and Kristen Meyer. 
"It is my hope that we can be finishing the vice chancellor 
for academic affairs search by the new calendar year, and 
that for a new vice chancellor for student affairs by gradu-
ation time this spring. I do not envision launching the third 
vice chancellor selection process this year," said Schuman. 
professor of physics, and Peter Whelan, assistant professor of geology. 
•Trials In American State and Federal Court. Students will observe state and 
federal courts, both at the trial and appellate level. Greg Thorson, assistant professor 
of political science. 
•Buried Cities of the Mediterranean. Trips to the underground sites in Rome, 
and to Greece and the site of Olympia. Jasmin W. Cyril, assistant professor of art 
history. 
•Comparative Education and Culture in Western Europe: Maastricht, Neth-
erlands. Students will travel to Belgium, Germany, and the Netherlands to gain an 
international perspective and orientation for beginning teachers. Craig Kissock, 
professor and chair of the Division of Education. 
•Critical Perspectives in Rural Sociology: Agro-Food Systems and Rural 
Development in Hungary. A comprehensive perspective on the relationships between 
agro-food systems, natural resources, and rural development in the United States and 
Hungary. Dr. Wynne Wright, research associate sociologist. 
For more information, contact Continuing Education and Summer Session 
(320) 589-6450, or visit the May Session web site: <http://www.mrs.umn.edu/cerp/ 
summer>. - Kelly Kiffmeyer '01, St. Cloud 
Athletics Update 
Mark Fohl, Director of Athletics 
Mark Fohl 
The highlight of the fall season has 
been the accomplishment of Cougar 
football player, Damien Hoffman. 
Hoffman, a senior wide receiver from 
Starbuck, established a new NCAA 
Di vision II record for career receptions 
with a catch in the ninth game of the 
season at Bemidji State. He added nine 
more receptions in the next game at 
home against Wayne State to bring his 
career total to 273 receptions. Hoffman 
was forced to miss the final game of the 
season because of a broken leg suffered 
in the Wayne State game. His record-
setting performance was the highlight 
of an otherwise disappointing season 
for the Cougars. 
Three outstanding former Cougar ath-
letes were inducted into the Northern 
Sun Intercollegiate Conference Hall of 
Fame this summer at a ceremony con-
ducted during conference meetings at 
Pebble Lake Golf Club in Becker, Minn. 
Cindy Lonneman, Dennis Koslowski 
and Wayne Brabender received the 
honor of being in the first class of in-
ductees into the newly established NSIC 
Hall of Fame. The affair will be an 
annual event, and more former Cougars 
will be inducted this summer. 
There are a number of new staff mem-
bers in the athletic department for this 
year. Brian Curtis, former sports direc-
tor at KKOK/KMRS radio in Morris, 
has been hired as sports information 
director. The position of sports infor-
mation director, for a number of years, 
had been combined with an assistant 
coaching position. Brian ' s only respon-
sibility is sports information, and we 
have already seen an improvement in 
the amount and quality of information 
released to the media since he began. 
Tad Banker was hired this fall as the 
women's basketball coach. Tad comes 
to UMM from Otero Junior College 
where he was the assistant women's 
baskeball coach for the past five years. 
Emet Wade, who came to UMM from 
graduate school at the University of 
Texas, Pan American, will serve as an 
assistant football and assistant track 
coach. Jon Barsness, formerly the head 
boy's basketball coach at Tracy-Milroy 
High School, has been hired as an assis-
tant men's basketball coach. Todd 
Hickman will be an assistant baseball 
coach in addition to his duties as an 
assistant football coach; and Laurie 
Hedlund, who was an assistant track 
coach last year, will become the head 
track coach for this year. 
Sarah Ronning was hired this summer 
as an assistant athletic trainer. Shawnda 
Johnson, formerly the head volleyball 
coach at Ortonville High School , has 
served as an assistant volleyball coach, 
and Michelle Just was hired as an assis-
tant soccer coach. CoCo James served 
this fall as an assistant football coach in 
addition to his duties as an assistant in 
the track and field program. 
As you may know, this has been the 
first year in UMM' s history that athletic 
aid has been granted to student-ath-
letes. In the first year of this important 
endeavor, we have granted small schol-
arships to about 50 athletes in three 
men's and three women's programs. 
Our work toward increasing the fund 
continues this year in an effort to gradu-
ally increase the number and amount of 
athletic grants that are awarded. Many 
thanks to those of you who have con-
tributed to the fund. 
Do you know a college-bound student who might be 
a good fit at UMM? 
The Office of Admissions and Financial Aid would like your help 
in identifying prospective students who might benefit from 
UMM's offerings and environment. 
You can help us find them! 
Call 1-800-992-8863 
Winners in the Second Annual ''Friends of Cougar Football" Golf Outing 
held in July at Lynx Golf Club in Sauk Centre, Minn. L-R, John Rice, Chuck 
Moeller, and Mike Lind. 
2000 Cougar Hall of Fame inductees. L-R: Jim Williamson, Dale Mehr, Willis 
Kelly (inducted posthumously). Banquet was held during Homecoming 
weekend. 
Tracking the Cougars 
A Brief Look at Cougar Athletics 
Men's basketball 
The Cougars are 2-7 overall heading into Profile press time. 1999-2000 record: 3-
24 overall; 1-17 conference. Top returners : senior Milt Taylor, Chicago, G, 6'2"; 
and junior Sean Severson, Menomonee Falls, Wis., G, 6'3". Head coach: Jim 
Severson. 
Women's basketball 
At presstime the Cougars 0-7 overall and 0-2 in the NSIC. 1999-2000 record: 2-
23 overall ; 1-17 conference. Key returner: Heidi Frederickson,Becker, F/P, 5' 1 O", 
Sr. Overall record last year: 3-24; Conference record last year : 1-17. First-year 
coach, Tad Banker, is a native of Elkhart, Kan . 
Men's wrestling 
The Cougars return all bu tone from last year's squad. Missing from the lineup will 
be two-time NSIC champion and all-time NCAA II win leader Randy Rager. 
Senior Kris Hjelmeland, Jordon, and sophomore Joel Fugleberg, Roseau, will be 
looked to as leaders . Both wrestlers topped 30 wins last season. The squad looks 
solid with a mix on battle tested underclassman along with some talented 
freshman . Head coach: Doug Reese. 
Women's wrestling 
Back for her junior year following shoulder surgery is Katie Downing, Pendleton, 
Ind. The 1999 Junior World Silver medalist was named the Most Outstanding 
Foreign Wrestler in the 2000 Canadian Cup in Calgary. Downing is considered 
one of the top female wrestlers in the United States. Other returners include 
Samantha Branka, Lincoln Park, Mich.; Sally Roberts, Federal Way, Wash.; and 
Crystal Metz, Little Falls. 
Damien Hoffman 
Cougar wide receiver, Damien Hoffman 
(senior, Starbuck) was named the all-
time Division II career reception leader 
this season. 
Hoffman made nine catches during the 
Cougars vs. Bemidji State game; he 
had needed seven, with two games re-
maining in the Cougar season, to tie the 
all-time Division II markof262 held by 
Carlos Ferralls, Glenville State, from 
1994-1997. 
During the Cougar's loss to Wayne 
State College, on Hoffman 's ninth catch 
of the day, he was tackled and suffered a broken leg, ending for Hoffman both the 
season and his UMM football career. 
Hoffman finished his career with 273 receptions, first in the NCAA Division II 
college football history books. 
His efforts were recognized in a December 2000 issue of Sports Illustrated. 
For more information regarding Cougar sports, contact: 
Brian Curtis, Sports Information Director 
Telephone: (320) 589-6423 
E-mail: brummond@mrs.umn .edu 
Cougar Sports Web Site: www.rms.umn.edu/athletics 
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Homecoming 2000 . 
Internationally renowned surgeon and Morris native, Dr. Richard DeWall, who 
developed the first practical heart-lung machine - the "bubble oxygenator" -
kicked off Homecoming 2000 on October 5 with a Building Science lecture, 
"Science and How to Get There." The weekend's festivities were highlighted by 
the annual Alumni Art Exhibit (see photo on page 11), the Alumni Career Fair, 
and a reunion of UMM's first class of students (see photo on page one). 
Science faculty hosted two science demonstration events, one featuring magical 
and entertaining feats of science, and another featuring poster displays and 
. demonstrations showcasing the Morris campus science program. 
(below) ''We're all from the 90s!" 
alumni smile for the camera 
, (left) The stands were crowded for the Cougar 
football game. 
Parade Grand Marshal Nancy Schuman waves to the crowd 
along the parade route. 
Lois (Regnier) Conroy '94, Pat Gannon '70, and Maddy Maxeiner '76 enjoy 
each other's company at the Alumni Career Fair. 
John Printz finds UMM a perfect fit 
John Printz, newly enlisted 
associate vice chancel for for enrollment, 
has eased into his post with diligence 
and poise. Having spent most of his 
professional career at the University of 
Minnesota, Twin Cities, Printz has been 
satisfied with the change of venue to 
UMM. 
"I am very pleased with the 
reception I've received at UMM," Printz 
commented, "everyone I've met has 
been very supportive, and I can see that 
this campus is truly a caring commu-
nity." 
Printz has helped set in mo-
tion several new intiatives for the Of-
fice of Admissions, including programs 
which purport to build relationships 
with prospective students. The goal, 
Printz noted, is to contact students "early 
and often." One such program involves 
an e-mail communication cycle for pro-
spective students; the other program 
recruits prospective students via a 
telecounseling unit of current UMM 
students. Optimistic about the initia-
tives, Printz commented, "successful 
recruitment programs depend on devel-
oping relationships with families whose 
students are considering enrollment. It 
is important to take a genuine personal 
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interest in prospective students by get-
ting to know the important factors in flu-
Enrollment 
strate why we think UMM is 'America's 
best public liberal arts college,' and the 
UMM continues to enroll an academically strong and diverse student 
body. While total enrollment declined slightly, enrollment of new 
freshmen and transfers increased in fall 2000 compared to the previous 
year. A comparison of the official registration statistics for fall I 999 
and fall 2000 offers these highlights: 
•Enrollment of new freshmen is up 3.7 % from 457 to 474. 
•Enrollment of new transfer students is up 20.5% from 78 to 
94. 
•Total enrollment is down slightly from 1,867 to I ,842. 
•The median ACT composite for new freshmen rose from 24 
to 25. 
•Students of color continue to represent a significant propor-
tion ( 16%) of the total campus enrollment. 
The slight decline in total enrollment is due in part to the graduation last 
spring of an unusually large senior class, and to smaller-than-average 
sophomore and senior classes this fall. 
encing their college choice." 
Creating a "visible image" for 
UMM has been another of Printz' s ob-
jectives, a task which will help bolster 
enrollment. "Our goal is to demon-
key is to focus on the quality of the 
student experience, the commitment of 
faculty, and the involvement of stu-
dents," Printz noted . The UMM expe-
rience is presented to prospective stu-
dents through publications , campus 
event days, high school visits, web site 
presence, and direct mail. 
Such a strategy will hopefully 
aid in the process of increasing the 
freshman class size for fall of 2001. 
"Our plan is to increase the class size to 
490 while sustaining the diversity and 
academic excellence of the class," Printz 
said. 
Only four months into his ca-
reer at UMM, the future looks bright for 
Printz, as the position is seen by him as 
an opportunity to excel. Speculating 
about his prospects for the future, Printz 
waxed, "I love new challenges, and 
here I have an opportunity to draw on 
my previous experience in higher edu-
cation to develop systems that will sup-
port the goals of the campus." 
- Andrew Miller 
We harvest the fields that others have planted, and we plant today th~ seeds 
which will mature for those who follow us. 
0 Founders Day 2000 
Tuesday, September 26, 2000 
It was a day for embracing old friends and making new .. .for eating a 60s-era 
lunch on the campus mall and listening to the millenium sound of a UMM jazz 
combo .. .for touring a new state-of-the art science building and, following a 
day of recollection, gathering in historic Edson Auditorium to remember our 
heritage and sing together UMM 'sfirst hymn. 
Chancellor Sam Schuman announced four special gifts to the current capital 
campaign which are directly linked to the celebration of UMM' s Founders Day. 
"These gifts have been made to honor this special occasion by commemorating our 
success in the past 40 years, and setting the college on a strong course for the 
future," said Schuman in making the following gift announcements . 
1. An anonymous "birthday gift" to UMM of $40,000, one thousand for each year 
that our college has been in existence. 
2. A Founders Fund, created in honor of the founding faculty, staff, and citizens 
of the region for their vision and hard work in establishing the University of 
Minnesota, Morris. The fund is an unrestricted endowment which can be used at 
the discretion of the chancellor for the benefit of the institution. The Founders 
Fund is a gift to UMM on its birthday from an anonymous donor. 
3. A generous gift commitment from one of our institution's leaders. Two 
endowed funds totaling $200,000 made possible through the generosity of former 
chancellor Dave Johnson and his late wife, Jean. The David C. Johnson and Jean 
L. Johnson Fund will assist junior faculty who travel abroad to develop interna-
tional content for their courses. The David C. Johnson Fund for International 
Student Travel will assist students who wish to travel to other nations to engage 
in service learning projects. 
4. A gift to UMM on its Founders Day from one of our own founders, a member 
of the original faculty, a man whose zest, heart, and courage have shaped UMM 
for four decades. We are proud and honored to report that an estate gift of $500,000 
has been made to the campus by Jim Gremmels, professor emeritus of English, and 
his wife, Ruth, a graduate of UMM in the class of 1971 and a teacher in the 
Glenwood school system for 25 years. 
The Gremmels have chosen three areas to benefit from their strong support: 
•The English Athletic Scholarship Fund 
•The Florence Eystad, James Gremmels, Ted Long, and W.D. Spring 
Humanities Sabbatical Leave Award Fund 
•Humanities Fine Arts Center Phase III development fund 
Rose Marie and Robinson Abbott 
(standing), faculty emeriti in biology, 
enjoyed Founders Day festivities with 
Hertha and Jay Roshal, faculty 
emeritus, biology. 
-Chancellor Sam Schuman 
Ralph Williams directs the 
audience during the singing of the 
"UMM Hymn" 
Founders and friends: Jack Imholte, Steve 
Granger, Dave Johnson, Helen Briggs, Sam 
Schuman, Nancy Schuman 
CAMPAIGN O MINNESOTA 
Thanks to your generous contributions, $5.5 million 
has been raised toward Campaign Minnesota's $6 
million goal. Over $1.5 million has been raised for 
scholarships, UMM's highest priority. 
If you would like to make a gift to the University of Minnesota, Morris, 
contact the Office of External Relations, (320) 589-6386. 
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CaI-endar of Events 
Members of UMM's "First Class" 
Reunion. L-r: Rob Rhyne '64, 
Minneapolis; Joan (Stavengt!r) 
Sethney '68, and husband, Gary 
Sethney ' 69, both of Chaska. 
At the University of lVlinncsota. !\(orris and Elsewhere 
Jan. 27 UMM Gathering, 4-5:30 p.m., Best Western Marshall Inn, Marshall, 
Minn ; basketball: 5:30 p.m. women, 7:30 p.m. men, 
Feb. 19-Mar. 9 Gallery: Natural Environments/Interior Worlds (opening 
Feb. I 9, 4 p.m.) 
vs. Southwest State University 
Feb.22 
. Feb. 5 West Central School of Agriculture Winter Reunion, 5 p.m., 
Superstition Mall, Mall Community Room, 6555 E. Southern 
Ave., Mesa, Ariz. 
Mar.3 
Feb. 8 UMM Alumni Board of Directors Meeting, McNamara Center, 
UM-Minneapolis 
Midwinter Alumni Event, 5:30-7:30 p.m., O'Gara's, 164 Snelling Mar.14-18 
Ave. N., St. Paul 
Mar.17 
Feb. 9 UMM Gathering, 4:30-6 p.m. , site to be determined at UMD 
basketball: 5:30 p.m. women, 7:30 p.m. men, 
vs. University of Minnesota Duluth Apr. 5-7 
Feb. 16 UMM Alumni Reception, Minnesota Music Educators Association, Apr. 7 
5:30-7 p.m., Minneapolis Hilton 
Sept. 28-30 
Performing Arts Series: Aquila Theater Company of Lon-
don: "Much ,Ado About Nothing," Edson Audito-
rium, 7:30 p.m. 
, 
Opera Workshop'Ac Broadway Dinner, Oyate Hall and 
HFA Recital Hall, 6 p.m. 
Gallery: Regional High School Biennial Exhibit 
Performing Arts Series: Minnesota Ballet, Edson Audito-
rium, 7:30 p.m. 
Jazz Fest 
UMM AIIIIIIDi Burd Qf • 
Morris Alumni Jazz Fest (Rec;~-1"~ 
Thom '92 and Kris Howden home, 311 E. Third St. , 
Morris) 
Homecoming 2001 (Mark your calendars now!) 
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